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ABSTRACT 

Traditional tube-based x-ray sources are widely employed in medical imaging, security screening, and industrial 
inspection. The cone-beam produced by these tubes is simple to apply, but often demands a long stand-off distance to the 
object of interest. When combined with the bulk of tubes and their attendant power supplies and cooling systems, the 
footprint requirement of traditional sources often impedes their use, especially in mobile situations. Here we present an 
approach to a distributed, flat-panel x-ray source, which eliminates the aforementioned bulk, weight and need for stand-
off. This source uses spontaneous polarization in pyroelectric crystals to generate high fields and field enhanced 
emission from micropatterned tips to create a large array of electron beamlets. When combined with a transmission 
Bremsstrahlung target, a mechanism for raster control of the emitters, and a collimator, this source offers a new and cost 
effective way to perform stationary and portable imaging. The working principles and performance characteristics of this 
source are presented. The demands placed on the imaging detector and image processing are also described. Finally, 
prospects for new promising applications (such as mammography) are mentioned.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional radiology is the workhorse imaging diagnostic modality for a broad range of medical conditions and 
indications in almost all clinical specialties. Yet, for over a century, production of x-rays has relied on bulky, high-
voltage vacuum tubes, limiting for example, its use outside of a medical or other specific facility. This paper describes a 
new class of x-ray source based on a compact flat-panel, which eliminates the “tube” in favor of a parallel, addressable 
array of emitters. Television, radio, and radar have already evolved from tube to solid state with improved performance 
and reliability. A similar technology evolution now seems possible for x-ray sources. 

1.1 The Need for Flat Panel X-ray Sources 

As with the benefits of flat-panel TV’s over their CRT predecessors, the benefits of a flat-panel x-ray source over tubes 
are multifaceted. Conventional x-ray sources suffer from a number of shortcomings: 

• X-ray tubes are fragile, usually being made of glass, have a short life, and have only limited suitability for 
situations outside a traditional hospital setting; 

• The single point of emission requires that the x-ray source be placed a long and exact distance away from the 
patient. This “stand off” distance is demanded by both safety (due to skin exposure) and optics (due to the 
opening angle of the source); 

• This single point-source geometry demands complex thermal management and limits tube performance in many 
cases; and, 

• The emission area is not selectable and the exposure can therefore not be shaped to include only the area of 
interest, thus potentially exposing the patient and operator to unnecessary radiation. 

A new source that overcomes these limitations would be an obvious improvement technologically. From a healthcare 
perspective, other needs are considered a priority: by bringing imaging to the patient, without the disruption associated 
with current solutions, care can be improved in the ICU, ER, and in the field. Current portable solutions involve carts 
weighing hundreds of kg and occupying large footprints. These carts cause disruption to the patient and the hospital 
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room. The setup demands more time from hospital staff. The carts are not practical outside of a hospital and therefore are 
not found in ambulances or with other first responders. 

A flat panel source could free radiology to travel to the patient while reducing costs (in all aspects: capital, maintenance 
and use), and provide new capabilities. 

1.2 Performance Goals 

Typical medical x-ray sources produce energies from 30kV to 120kV in a fairly broad spectrum. For specialized 
applications, some sources have emission energies outside of this range. For instance, mammography uses lower energy 
(~20kV), while CT may use up to 240kV. A range of flat-panel sources could be fabricated for various configurations 
and performance envelopes (including dual-energy schemes for applications such as chest imaging, in which a 
differential energy window is used to subtract bone and calcification), and with appropriate geometries to match that of 
Digital Radiology (DR) detectors up to 43cmx43cm. 

To estimate the required source flux we use the example of a chest x-ray, one of the most flux intensive general medical 
x-ray applications. Using a fairly conventional DR detector, an x-ray radiograph requires ~1000 photons per pixel (for a 
strong signal-noise ratio). This number is derived primarily from quantum fluctuation considerations. We assume the 
pixel pitch to be 150 µm, which offers sufficient resolution for a chest image. Various loss factors from the body 
(attenuation/scatter/extra-focal radiation), collimation, filtering, etc. then determine the emitter flux required. 

Radiologists use convenient units to describe the electron output of a tube: milliamp-seconds, or mAs (“MAS”). A 
typical chest x-ray might use 4.4 mAs at 120 kVp and a 1-meter stand-off distance. A current-generation portable 
machine might have more modest settings of 1.7 mAs at 22 cm (and usually a lower voltage), for instance. A comparison 
of two sources requires that the various geometric, collimator and quantum efficiencies1 be accounted for. We skip the 
details here and simply state that 

 mAs! = !!"#$!!mAs! (1) 

where mAs is used to indicate the respective (1 and 2) source performances and two efficiency factors are defined: one 
for geometric effects and the other having to do with x-ray conversion and manipulation effects. These efficiency factors 
have various sub terms which we don’t concern ourselves with here. The primary enhancement for a flat panel source 
comes from the reduced stand-off (e.g. 20 cm vs. 100 cm). A secondary enhancement comes from the transmissive 
target. We state that roughly !!"#$!!~10!! − 10!! when comparing a flat-panel to a conventional tube source. Thus, 
we estimate that a flat panel source requires an mAs≈0.1. 

A milliamp-second actually has the units of charge, so the total charge required from the source is simply 0.1 mAs = 
100µC = 6 1014 e-. It can already be appreciated that, for instance, a 1 cm pitch array on a 30cm x 40cm panel would 
contain some 103 emitters, thus reducing the charge per emitter to 6 1011 and <µA of current. 

Various specification ranges that an ideal flat-panel source for generation radiology would meet are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Desired operating ranges for select parameters of an x-ray source. 

Parameter Best / largest range 

Energy (voltage) 20 – 150 keV 

Exposure Times 10 msec – 2+ seconds 

Preparation Time 15 minutes (cold start) 
30 seconds – 1 minute (exposure to exposure) 

Radiation Field Size 43 cm x 43 cm 

Current Equivalent 0.1 – 10 mA 

Radiation Dose 0.4 – 11 mGy 
 

To further appreciate the potential of flat panel x-ray sources, we consider the benefits and implications of an 
addressable array. An array with pixels that can be selectively activated is commonly referred to as “addressable”. We 
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are familiar with such arrays from flat panel displays that are rastered to update the display. In a similarly configured 
source configuration, one could raster through each ”emitter pixel” in the source, obtain a full image for each source, and 
produce a form of tomographic reconstruction. In principle, one could achieve such control and analysis within a highly 
portable system. This form of processing could overcome limitations in the source flux, detector resolution, or 
complications from a highly damaged anatomy. 

Finally, an ideal flat-panel x-ray source would maintain portability by offering a compact package, light weight and 
battery power (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: CAD rendering of a rugged, lightweight, battery powered flat-panel x-ray source (based on the MAX technology). 

 
1.3 One Solution 

The Microemitter Array X-ray (MAX) source is a unique combination of two known technologies (field enhanced 
emission and field production in polarized pyroelectric crystals) and enables a new class of x-ray source. The new 
compact, solid-state-like technology being explored is robust enough to meet the needs of field medicine and provides 
additional capabilities in the form of dual energy (dual KV) output, which could allow sophisticated image processing. 
The technology is capable of producing a fieldable, cost effective unit as it is amenable to large-scale fabrication using 
existing microchip and MEMS foundries. 

The principle of operation of the MAX is conceptually simple. Field generation inside crystals is familiar from the 
“lighters” built into gas stoves. Using a similar principle, pyroelectric crystals, when thermally cycled (e.g. heated and 
cooled), are known to produce very high fields. Past work has also shown that the fields from these crystals can be used 
to ionize molecules and produce streams of charged particles. Similarly, field enhanced emission2 is familiar from 
lighting rods. A needle like structure “concentrates” an applied field more readily than a flat surface. Indeed, plasma TVs 
use this very effect to produce their images. By combing these two effects, we are able to produce controlled streams of 
energetic electrons without the use of an externally applied high voltage. It is also relatively straightforward to produce a 
large array of these emitting tips, much as in the construction of a plasma TV system. The electrons from these emitters 
then strike a (foil) target, producing a source of x-rays over the entire flat-panel area (see Figure 2). 

The emission unit consists of an electron source, bremsstrahlung target (to convert the electrons to x-rays), x-ray filters 
and collimators, and a ruggedized housing unit. All of these components can be fabricated in vacuum sealed stacked 
layers, much as flat screen TVs are typically produced.  

An individual emitter assembly consists of a pyroelectric crystal, bremsstrahlung target and collimator mounted on a 
substrate; the surface of the crystal is coated with a metal film. Figure 2 shows an exploded view of an element from a 
MAX system. As can be seen from the illustration, the MAX panel contains all components necessary for x-ray 
generation on a solid-state substrate. The array produces a large area parallel source, as opposed to the point source 
associated with common x-ray tubes. As mentioned below, this feature implies that stand-off distances from the patient 
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can be greatly reduced (potentially no minimum skin-safe distance required), and superior image quality may be 
achievable with appropriate system design considerations3, 4. 

 
Figure 2. A conceptual design of a flat panel x-ray source based on the MAX. An exploded view of the MAX array, target 
and collimator is shown. Emitter array chips are tiled together to form a large area source in which all layers are inside a 
vacuum sealed solid state configuration. The source is housed in a rugged case. Each tile (inset) would contain hundreds to 
thousands of emitters. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, an important distinguishing point between the MAX source and both tube and CNT-based 
sources (or other cold-cathode technologies) is the emission of the electrons at full potential.  

 
Figure 3: The various potential levels for the MAX source (left) and a CNT or other cold cathode based source (right) are 
shown. 

1.4 Other Solutions 

The x-ray source space has been technologically stagnant for years, exclusive of innovations in high power tubes for CT. 
An x-ray tube today would look remarkably familiar to Prof. Röntgen. To address this innovation gap, a small number of 
researchers and companies are investigating various technologies: 

X-ray Microtubes are an attempt to construct millimeter-scale devices by miniaturizing the conventional tube design. 
Currently there are at least three companies offering or working on such devices. Aside from a smaller footprint, they 
have much the same issues as their larger-scale counterparts. Perhaps the most successful of these is a 25 cm x 5 mm, 15 
W tube, which is part of the Axxent “electronic brachytherapy” device manufactured and sold by Xoft, Inc. Carl Zeiss 
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Meditec (Germany) produces the X-ray micro-tube based INTRABEAM System device which is used in brachytherapy 
as well as intraoperative treatment. A 35 kV tube measuring 1.5” x 0.25” is offered for sale by X-ray and Specialty 
Instruments Inc. These devices still require external high voltage supplies (as well as water cooling, in some cases); 
however, the weight of the unit itself (excluding the power supply and cooling system) is very low. As they are typically 
designed for cancer therapy, where dose precision is critical, the designs are not optimized for cost. A typical number of 
treatment cycles per tube is ~10. These devices can be portable, although packaging of an array is unclear as are the 
needs for complex cabling and power supplies required. 

Field Emitters of electrons have been investigated in a number of contexts by a variety of researchers and by Xintek. In 
principle it is known that such field emitters, or arrays of these emitters, are able to produce X-rays by irradiating a 
bremsstrahlung target with electrons. A variant technology, the cold-cathode emitter array, has been developed, and flat-
panel X-ray sources based on this technology are being brought to market by Stellarray (Austin, TX). This approach 
seems very promising, but still requires an external (high voltage) power supply. These devices can be portable, but 
suffer from bulky high voltage power supplies. 

Radioactive Sources can also provide a good source of X-rays. Co-60-based-sources are still in use in developing 
countries for medical and dental X-rays. However, concerns about safety and nuclear material proliferation make these 
systems very undesirable. Portability of radioactive sources is possible, but the attendant infrastructure and shielding 
makes them cumbersome. 

Carbon Nanotubes promise quick switching time of emission thanks to very low voltages required. CNT’s still require 
high voltages to function, and so will not have the cost advantages associated with eliminating high voltage electronics 
and heat sinks. CNT degradation is an ongoing concern. In short, CNT is a cathode technology, not a tube replacement. 
(see Figure 3). 

2. FLAT PANEL IMAGING 
Virtually all of general radiology imaging (which excludes CT and molecular imaging) is performed by use of a cone-or 
fan-beam produced from a single point-like tube source. This geometry affords simplicity but introduces spatial 
distortion from the projections. Extended sources, and in particular flat-panel arrays, have more complex imaging 
geometries which require processing, but can eliminate distortions and provide additional information without the need 
for large stand-off distances. 

2.1 Image Processing 

Image formation in a distributed source can conceptually take one of two forms: single exposure from all emitters with a 
highly collimated source, or sequential exposure from non-overlapping emitters. The prior method requires a very 
narrow angle collimator (see Section 2.4) and an anti-scatter grid on the detector. The later method relaxes the demands 
on the collimator, but requires the combination of multiple exposures (images) and an addressable array to select the sets 
of non-overlapping emitters. This combination of images implies image processing will be necessary for flat panel 
sources (Figure 4). 

Image processing in general radiology is commonplace since the introduction CR and DR detectors. Algorithms are used 
to enhance contrast, specific features, correct for energy settings, exposure and to highlight anatomical anomalies. More 
sophisticated image reconstruction routines are the cornerstone of CT imaging and tomosynthesis. 

For flat-panel sources, even the generation of simple 2D images will require tomosynthesis-like image processing. In 
conventional tomosynthesis5 the source is moved along a path and a series of image slices are obtained. The 
reconstruction is analogous to tomography, but differs in both the numerical methods and results. For instance, parallel 
path tomosynthesis can obtain 3D images with a single pass. 

Here the source would remain stationary, but the array would provide images from multiple angles due to its physical 
extent. 
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Figure 4: Overlapping emission patterns from a 7x7 array of emitters. This example assumes 20° opening angle of x-ray 
emission per emitter, 1 cm pitch between emitters, and stand-off distanced of 20cm. 

 

2.2 Detector Requirements 

From the above discussion, we can surmise what demands will be made of the raster speed for a flat-panel source and for 
a matching detector. Briefly, the addressing speed for the source must be fast enough so that all sets of overlapping 
emitters can be scanned in one exposure cycle. For typical clinical imaging, we assume this time to be 100ms or less, to 
avoid patient motion induced blurring. For a panel with a 1 cm pitch, we have approximately 50 sets of emitters (7 cm 
coverage for columns x 7 cm coverage for rows = 49 sets, see Figure 4). Thus, we require a raster speed of at most 2 
msec, which can easily be obtained even for mechanical systems. 

On the detector side, the speed requirements depend on the detector technology. Some DR detectors read out the entire 
panel in a serial fashion (although this approach is becoming less prevalent). In such a whole-panel readout system, the 
detector speed would have to be faster than existing devices: again 2msec or 500Hz. CMOS detectors approach such 
speeds. These speed demands can be reduced in a number of ways: ROI only readout, pitch changes and angle of 
collimation changes.  

2.3 Thermal Demands 

Unlike conventional sources, the thermal density of the flat-panel source is low thanks to the large area and unlikely to 
cause temperature increases of concern. There are three thermal loads to consider: the total energy input; the emission tip 
(cathode) temperature; and, the target (anode) thermal load. In general, one can take energy densities of conventional 
tubes which are over a ~ few mm2 area and scale them by the 120,000 mm2 of a full sized MAX system. 

Whereas in conventional tube sources, the goal is to focus the most current onto the smallest spot and hence approach a 
point-like source, in a flat-panel sources the emission current is distributed over the entire active area. 

Peak heating from emitters is (at least) reduced by the number of emitters when compared to tubes. The scaling is 
actually more favorable as transmissive targets (see Section 3.3) are thin and backing materials absorb the remaining 
electron energy over a much larger depth. Average heating is reduced by roughly the ratio of surface areas. Similar 
arguments hold for the radiation damage to materials, In general, thermal considerations are straightforward in flat-panel 
sources, albeit not at power levels that might be suitable for CT. 

2.4 Collimation 

Transmissive bremsstrahlung produces flat emission profiles over approximately 70° opening angles. For most 
distributed source applications such a wide-angle cone is not suitable and some form of collimation to smaller angles is 
desirable. Collimators in x-ray imaging are often applied on the detector side to reduce the “shadow effect” from 
scattered photons. These anti-scatter grids (ASG) are often simple waffle patterns of high-Z materials. For flat-panel 
arrays, pixel-by-pixel collimation is more suitable. A collimator consisting of cylindrical apertures in a high-Z material 
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such as Tungsten can produce narrower emission angles. In certain applications, the collimator can consist of x-ray 
lenses that afford a higher collimation efficiency than pinhole arrays. 

3. THE MAX SOURCE 
In the prior section, we considered general concepts applicable to all extended flat-panel sources. Here we focus on the 
MAX source and its theory of operation. 

Pioneering work by Brownridge et al.7 has shown that past configurations of pyroelectric emitters have operated through 
field ionization of residual gas. Among several findings, Brownridge’s work has shown that pyroelectric crystals are 
unable to conduct current (when below the Currie temperature), and therefore could not emit electrons; that the emission 
is dependent on the pressure of the gas in the chamber surrounding the crystal; and, that the emission can be stable for 
several minutes even hours. This work led to the production of a commercially available x-ray test source (the Amptek 
COOL-X). The field generation utilized in the MAX source shares the same origins as that studied by Brownridge, but 
differs in its application. Here, field emission in an array of metallic (free charge carrying) emitters is relied upon. Field 
ionization of residual gas is minimized through the use of ultra high vacuum (UHV). Some residual gas is always present 
and provides a charge neutralization mechanism (on a long time scale). 

3.1 Field Generation in Pyroelectric Crystals 

While a general discussion of field generation in Ferroelectrics is far beyond the scope of this paper, we can work with a 
heuristic model. The pyroelectric effect and its related phenomena have been known to exist for some 3000 years6,7. 
Interestingly, despite this long history, an understanding of pyroelectricity from first principles is lacking. There is a 
consensus about various materials wherein fields are generated as the separation between the oxygen layers in a crystal 
are altered due to heating or cooling. Nevertheless, these explanations have little predictive power for modeling existing 
pyroelectric materials or selecting new ones. 

Despite the lack of a strong theoretical framework, simple models of field generation which use measured parameters are 
able to fit observation. As an example, in an ideal planar geometry the field generated in a crystal of thickness dcr  and 
separated from an anode by a gap distance dg , can be expressed as6 

 

E0 =
−γδT

ε0dcr + εcrdg
dcr , (2) 

where δT  is the temperature gradient from the bottom to the top of the crystal, and εcr  ( ε0 ) is the crystal (free space) 
permittivity. The pyroelectric coefficient γ  is obtained empirically. In the case of a thin crystal separated by an 
appreciable distance from the anode, the field generated is proportional to the product of the crystal thickness and the 
temperature gradient. Since these materials are typically poor thermal conductors the thickness of the crystal plays a 
strong role in the temperature gradient achievable over a relevant time scale; a fundamental consideration in the 
fabrication of these devices8. 

Finally, a numerical example serves to illustrate the use of this simple model. Table 2 lists values for a MAX-like case 
using Lithium Niobate; for such a case, the generated field (using the above equation) is approximately 100kV. A larger 
gap or larger temperature gradient could produce a higher field. 

Table 2: An example pyroelectric emitter configuration using LiNbO3. 

Parameter Value 

Pyroelectric coefficient -8.3 x 10-5C/°C/m2 

Crystal Thickness 10 mm 

Temperature Gradient 10°C 

Cathode-Anode Gap  10 mm 

Rel. Dielectric Permittivity 31 
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Field Enhanced Emission 

At least as early as 1747, field enhancement was understood from the invention of the lightning rod by Benjamin 
Franklin and others9. In the context of the MAX, we wish to create emitters with shapes that enhance the local field well 
into the emission regime10, 11. The concept of field enhancement emission in the MAX geometry is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: A cartoon of the cross-section of a MAX source, showing a single shaped emitter, an anode, and (conceptual) field 
lines. 

As one might expect, the level of field enhancement for a long and narrow emitter is inversely proportional to the tip 
radius, and proportional to the length of the emitter. Brau12 provides a more detailed calculation for the field created by a 
needle-like emitter: 

 Etip = E0
a2

b2
η3

arctan(η) −η
, (3) 

where E0  is the applied field, a  is the emitter length, b  is the diameter at the base of the emitter, and 

 η = 1− b
2

a2
, (4) 

is a convenient geometric parameter. The tip radius would be given by rtip = b
2 a . 

The level of field enhancement required is a function of the tip material and the applied field. For the cases of interest 
here, with fields in the 10-100 kV range over mm-cm gaps, the field enhancements are in the 100-1000 range, assuming 
metallic tips. We note that these required levels of field enhancement are rather modest, especially when compared with 
plasma TV and carbon nanotube levels. 

As already indicated in Figure 3 and the surrounding text, the emission of electrons at full potential in the MAX source 
distinguishes it from other approaches. One positive implication of the MAX approach is the elimination of an 
“acceleration” stage. However, this benefit is somewhat mitigated by the challenge faced in addressing the emitters. 

3.2 Raster & Addressability Approaches 

The use of physically overlapping but temporally separated cones of x-ray emission from individually addressed emitters 
allows for seamless coverage of the object to be imaged, maximal use of the available flux, and avoidance of shadows, 
while maintaining the ability to have minimal stand-off distances (Figure 6). By creating a series of beamlets, it is 
possible to cover a large area. Each beamlet produces its own cone of x-rays. In order to prevent the overlap in time of 
the cones, the individual emitters must be addressable: then, a sequence of emitters can be rastered. A sequence of 
images is obtained from the detector for each set of non-overlapping emitters. Finally, the images are stitched together—
eliminating the overlap through basic image processing—to produce a single radiograph.  
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The mechanism for accomplishing the addressability and raster of the array can vary, depending on the underlying 
technology and imaging goals. We mention a set of approaches including electron emission gating, x-ray production 
disruption, and shuttering. Electronic control of emission is most practical in low voltage (cold cathode) emitters and 
offers high speed switching. Emission control can also be accomplished through the use of an intermediate voltage grid 
or anode control. X-ray production control implies that switching effects the x-rays emitted rather than the electrons, and 
comes at the expense of wasted current, increased thermal load and reduced efficiency. Shuttering includes the use of 
mechanical means to either absorb the electrons or x-rays. Arrays of mechanical shutters have been produced for 
telescopes and special application display screens. 

One or more of these methods can be applied to flat-panel sources such as the MAX to achieve addressability. 

  
Figure 6: The overlapping cone geometry of the addressable MAX source. 

 
3.3 The Target 

The MAX utilizes a transmissive bremsstrahlung target for x-ray generation. As with more conventional reflective 
targets, it operates by decelerating electrons which results in the emission of x-rays. Target materials tend to be 
comprised of high-Z materials such as copper, gold, tungsten, or iridium. In the process of choosing suitable materials 
copper, gold, and tungsten were studied. Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to optimize the target thickness for a 
given material: the target must be thick enough to decelerate the incoming electrons, but sufficiently thin to allow 
minimal attenuation of the generated x-ray flux. The majority of the generated flux occurs at low energies (Figure 7, 
left). To harden the flux a filter can be added to attenuate low energies (Figure 7, right). 

 
Figure 7: Simulation of flux generated from targets (Left) of 3 µm tungsten; and, (Right) with the addition of 300µm of 
aluminum. Electron energies of 100keV (0.1 MeV) were used. 
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4. RESULTS TO DATE 
Work has been ongoing at UCLA and at Radius Diagnostics Research to test prototype MAX based devices13. A number 
of bench-top results have been achieved: 

• Emission of electron beamlets from metalized tips driven by pyroelectric crystals; 

• Production of x-rays from custom fabricated thin, transmissive bremsstrahlung targets; 

• X-ray imaging of sample objects (Figure 8, right); 

• Characterization of the x-ray emission spectra (Figure 8, left); 

• Fabrication of small emitter arrays (Figure 9); and, 

• Measurement of the flux and stability (Figure 10). 

    
Figure 8: (left) Measured spectrum of the emitted x-rays from a Tungsten target (> 100 keV end point energy; low counts 
due to detector collimator); A washer and some resistors imaged (middle) optically and (right) using x-rays from a MAX 
source and conventional x-ray film with no image processing. 

 
Figure 9: SEM of small emitter array (8x8) with 100µm pitch, and single emitter close-ups (insets). 
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Figure 10: Control and Flux measurements of a MAX emitter. (Left) A linear variation of the x-ray output flux (in mR/hr) 
with time (and temperature gradient); (Right) Uniform emission over 10s of seconds have been measured using a Geiger 
counter (shown) and photodiode (not shown here). 

5. APPLICATIONS 
A flat-panel X-ray source represents transformative technology with wide-ranging impact in existing and new medical 
imaging and diagnostic applications, as well as in industrial security and defense uses. A selection of application areas is 
highlighted to illustrate the range of clinical applicability and utilization in other areas. 

5.1 Medical & Healthcare 

ICU: 

In critical care applications, imaging is needed for intubation, verification of catheterization, etc. Movement of the 
patient to accommodate the x-ray source is risky, and a bulky mobile x-ray unit weighing over 200kg must be brought in 
to the patient room each time an image is required. In ICU applications, the flat-panel source’s lightweight and compact 
geometry are key differentiators. In addition, dual-energy for soft tissue differentiation of chest x-rays and the possibility 
of Tomosynthesis (3D imaging from 2D arrays) may allow advanced imaging in what is otherwise a restricted 
environment. The parallel nature of the source means that the panel can be placed in close proximity to the patient.  

Gout: 

In the US, gout occurs in approximately 840 out of every 100,000 people. There are thousands of arthritis clinics / 
physician office environments with a need to improve diagnosis of gout. Through the quantification of uric acid crystals 
in joints via dual-energy emission, assessment of gout could be transformed into a low-cost and relatively simple 
measurement tool. Unlike unaffordable MRI solutions, a compact source with a simple non-imaging detector, could offer 
a highly portable, cost effective Gout screening tool. 

Tuberculosis: 

The simple chest x-ray continues to be a mainstay of diagnosis in both primary and the reactivation (post primary) forms 
of tuberculosis. With a dual-energy source, the unique imaging capability would yield the ability to separate lung tissue 
and bone (by energy window subtraction) so each can be viewed separately: lung abnormalities would be more easily 
identified. In general, this approach to chest imaging would be valuable in a wide range of oncology and infectious 
disease imaging applications. 

Military Medicine: 

Although general medicine is moving from acute illness and trauma care to the care of complex chronic illness, military 
medicine must still address battlefield acute medical needs. A flat-panel imaging system is particularly suited to the 
demands of military field use by virtue of its extreme portability, low power requirements and simplicity of use and 
maintenance. With X-ray imaging a front-line modality for trauma, in-field diagnosis could truly move out of the field 
hospital/clinic. Clearly such a product would also be attractive to civilian first responders. 
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5.2 Industrial and Security Applications 

In the industrial space, there is a range of potential applications. We simply mention these to show the potential future 
impact of flat-panel x-ray source technology: 

• Portable failure diagnostics and permanent failure surveillance; 

• Industrial quality control; 

• Munitions inspection; and, 

• Homeland Security (e.g. airport screening). 

6. NEXT STEPS 
Flat-panel x-ray sources appear to be under development or at least consideration by a number of organizations. The 
combination of portability, high performance and cost effective x-ray production are sufficiently compelling to overcome 
the challenges in realizing this new class of medical imaging source. 

Radius Diagnostics Research (DBA Radius Health) is working to develop and commercialize one such flat-panel x-ray 
source based on pyroelectric crystals and field enhanced emitter arrays. The company is currently fabricating small-scale 
prototypes using standard wafer processing (Figure 11). These prototypes will allow for bench-top and pre-clinical 
testing and characterization. In parallel, efforts are underway to adapt well-known image processing techniques such as 
tomosynthesis to distributed array sources. 

 
Figure 11: CAD rendering of a MAX source “tile” fabricated from wafers. 
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